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Let G be a finite group and p a prime. The principal p-block of G is denoted 
by Bo(G) and as usual OP'(G) is the subgroup of G generated by all 
p-elements. We prove 
THEOREM A. If!f; is an irreducible ordinary or Brauer character in Bo( G) 
and He G with p 11 G : H I, then the restriction !f;H has a constituent in Bo(H). 
Furthermore, ifOP'(G) C H then every irreducible constituent of!f;H lies in Bo(H). 
If X is an ordinary character of G and b is a block of H C G we denote by Xb 
the sum of those constituents of XH which lie in b. In this situation we prove 
THEOREM B. Let X be an ordinary irreducible character of G and let b be a 
block of H C G. Then 1 G : H 1 Xb(I)/X(I) = ex is a p-local integer. Furthermore, 
if X E Bo(G), then ex =0 0 mod p unless p 11 G : HI and b = Bo(H) in which 
case ex =0 1 G : H 1 mod p. 
Although the conclusions of these two theorems overlap, neither seems to 
imply the other. Both theorems will be proved by studying indecomposable 
modules, and the Green Correspondence will be used heavily for Theorem A. 
1. Let K be a complete p-adic field (characteristic 0) and let R be the 
ring of p-Iocal integers in K. Let (7T) be the principal maximal ideal of Rand 
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suppose that the fields K and R = Rj(7T) are both splitting fields for all 
subgroups of the given group G. We assume the rational integers Z k R so 
that (7T) n Z = (p). 
For subgroups H, L kG we write H ~ GL if H is conjugate in G to a 
subgroup of Land H '" GL if Hand L are conjugate. The group ring of G 
over R is denoted by R[G] and if X is any R[G] module, we denote by X, the 
R[G]-module, Xj7TX. If H kG and if Y is an R[H]-module, then yG and X H 
denote the induced and restricted modules, respectively. If U is an R[G]-
module, we write U I X to indicate that U is isomorphic to a direct summand 
of X. All modules considered are finitely generated, and the Krull-Schmidt 
theorem applies by (76.26) of [3]. 
If X is an indecomposable R[G]-module with vertex P, let H = NG(P). 
Then by Theorem 2 of [4], there exists a unique indecomposable component 
Y, of X H with vertex P. Furthermore yG ~ X EEl W where each indecom-
posable component of W has vertex properly smaller than P. Thus Y I X H 
defines a one-to-one correspondence between isomorphism classes of inde-
composable R[G] and R[H]-modules. We write X ~ Y to indicate that X 
and Y correspond. 
A further property of this Green Correspondence which we need is that if 
X ~ Y, then X E BiG) iff Y E Bo(H). This is proved! by using a result of 
Conlon's [2] which essentially shows that if Y E b, a block of H, and X ~ Y, 
then X E bG, where bG is the block of G induced by b. By (7E) of 
[1], bG = Bo(G) iff b = Bo(H), and the result follows. 
LEMMA 1. Let X be an indecomposable R[G]-module with vertex P. Let 
H kG and suppose Y I X H is indecomposable. If Q is a vertex of Y, then 
Q ~ GP. If P ~ GH then for some such Y, a vertex Q satisfies Q '" GP. 
Proof. The first statement follows immediately from the Mackey decom-
position since X I WG for some R[P]-module W. If P ~ GH, then X is 
H-projective so there exists an indecomposable Y I X H with X I yG. Thus ifQ 
is a vertex of Y, it follows that X is Q-projective. Thus P ~ GQ and the result 
follows. 
LEMMA 2. Let X be an indecomposable H-projective R[G]-module with 
H <l G. Then X H is a direct sum of G-conjugate indecomposable R[H]-modules 
Ui . A vertex for any of the Ui is also one for x. 
Proof. Since X is H-projective, there exists an indecomposable R[H]-
module U with X I UG. As H <l G, we have (UG)H = Lt ® t where t runs 
over a set of coset representatives for H in G; the tensor product is over R[ H] 
1 This result and several of the arguments in this section are from Feit's notes on 
modular representation theory "Representations of finite groups," Yale U., 1969. 
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and the sum is direct. The V ® t are indecomposable R[H]-modules which 
are conjugate under the action of G. Since X H 1 (VG)H , the first statement 
follows. 
Let Qi be a vertex for Vi and P a vertex for X. Then all Qi are conjugate 
in G, and by Lemma 1, one of them satisfiesQi r-..I GP, since P e H. The result 
now follows. 
COROLLARY 3. LetL e He G withL <! G. Suppose X is an indecomposable 
R[GJ-module with vertex peL. Let Y 1 XH be indecomposable with vertex Q. 
ThenQ r-..I GP' 
Proof. By Lemma 1, Q ~ GP e L. Let V 1 Y L be indecomposable. Then 
V 1 XL so by Lemma 2, a vertex R of V satisfies R r-..I GP since L <! G. By 
Lemma 2 applied to H, we have R r-..I HQ and thus P r-..I GQ as claimed. 
LEMMA 4. Let H <! G and let P <! G with PCG(P) e H. Suppose X is an 
indecomposable R[GJ-module and that Y 1 X H is indecomposable. If Y E Bo(H), 
then X E Bo( G). 
Proof. Let B be the block of G which contains X. Some irreducible 
constituent V of X has the property that V H has an irreducible constituent in 
Bo(H). It follows that B covers Bo(H) in the notation of [1]. By (4F) of that 
paper, B is the unique block of G which covers Bo(H). Since Bo(G) clearly 
covers Bo(H), it follows that B = Bo(G) and the proof is complete. 
LEMMA 5. Let X be an irreducible R[GJ-module which is projective. If 
X E Bo(G), then X is the principal R[G]-module. 
Proof. If Y is any irreducible R[G]-module with X ~ Y, then the Cartan 
invariant CXy = 0, since the projective module X has no composition factors 
isomorphic to Y. Since the Cartan matrix for a block is indecomposable, it 
follows that X is the only irreducible R[GJ-module in Bo(G), and thus is 
principal. 
2. In this section we prove Theorem 6, from which Theorem A is 
immediate. 
THEOREM 6. Let X be an indecomposable R[G]-module in Bo(G). Let 
He G. Then 
(a) If p 1'1 G : H I, then some indecomposable Y 1 X H lies in Bo(H). 
(b) If HJ OP'(G), then every indecomposable component of X H lies in 
Bo(H). 
( c) Let Y 1 X H be indecomposable with vertex P which is also a vertex 
for x. Suppose that every p-element of CG(P) lies in H. Then Y E Bo(H). 
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Proof. We observe first that if HJ. OP'(G) and Y 1 X H , then by 
Corollary 3, a vertex for Y is also one for X. Furthermore, every p-element 
of G lies in H. Thus (c) would imply that Y E Bo(H) and this shows that (b) 
follows from (c). We prove both (a) and (c) by induction on 1 Gland for 
given G, by induction on dimR X. 
Suppose first that a vertex P of X is not normal in G. Let N = NG(P), 
Under the hypothesis of (a), H contains a full Sylow p-subgroup of G and 
thus contains one of Nx for some x E G. Replacing P by px, we may assume 
that p 1'1 N : M 1 where M = Nil H. Choose indecomposable R[N]-module 
U with X +-* U under the Green correspondence. Since X E Bo( G), we have 
U E Bo(N). Now N < G and p 1'1 N : M I; so by induction, there exists 
indecomposable R[ M]-module V 1 U M with V E Bo(M). Since P <l Nand P 
is the vertex of U, Corollary 3 applies, and it follows that P is a vertex for V. 
Now M = NH(P) and so Y +-* V for some indecomposable R[H]-module, Y. 
Also Y E Bo(H) so (a) will follow in this case if we can show Y 1 X H • 
Now U 1 X N and VI UM so that VI X M • Therefore VI WM for some 
indecomposable WI X H • If Q is a vertex for W, then Lemma 1 yields 
Q ~ GP since P is a vertex for X and also P ~ HQ since P is a vertex for V. 
Thus P r-..; HQ and P is a vertex for W. It follows that W +-* V and thus 
Y = Wand Y 1 X H as desired. 
Under the hypotheses of (c), we are given Y 1 XH with vertex P and also 
we have that every p-element of C(P) lies in H. Again we take N = NG(P) 
and M = Nil H. Also X +-* U with U an indecomposable R[N]-module in 
Bo(N) with vertex P. Now Y +-* V where V E R[M] has vertex P. We will be 
done if we show V E Bo(M). Now the p-elements of CN(P) lie in M so by 
induction we will be done if we show that VI U M' However, VI Y M and 
Y 1 X H so VI X M and thus VI WM for some indecomposable R[N]-module, 
W, with WI X N • Let Q be a vertex for W. By Lemma 1, Q ~ GP and P ~ NQ 
so P = Q and thus X +-* W. It follows that W = U and thus VI U M as desired. 
Next we consider the case where P <l G. Suppose PCG(P) = C < G. Let 
D = C 11 H. In either situation (a) or (c), we have P r:;;. H and thus by 
Corollary 3 or Lemma 2, all indecomposable components of X H , Xc and X D 
have vertex P. Since X E Bo(G), every indecomposable component of Xc lies 
in Bo(C). Suppose we are in situation (a) so that p 1'1 G : HI and thus 
p 1'1 C : D I. Let U 1 Xc be indecomposable. By induction, there exists 
indecomposable V 1 U D with V E Bo(D). Thus V 1 X D and so V 1 Y D for some 
indecomposable Y 1 XH . Since P is the vertex of Y and PCH(P) r:;;. D <l H, 
it follows from Lemma 4 applied to H that Y E Bo(H) as desired. 
In situation (c), pick indecomposable V 1 YD' Then V has vertex P and 
V 1 U D for some indecomposable U 1 Xc. Since U has vertex P and the 
p-elements of CdP) lie in D, it follows by induction that V E Bo(D) and thus 
Y E Bo(H) as above. 
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We may now assume that G = PC(P). In this situation, any R[G]-module 
U with P in its kernel may be viewed as an R[GfP] module. If U is inde-
composable, then U E Bo(G) iff U E Bo(GfP). Suppose now that X is an 
irreducible R[G]-module. Then X is an irreducible R[GfP]-module in 
Bo(GfP) and as such has trivial vertex so is projective. Thus X is the principal 
R[GIP]-module by Lemma 5 and hence X is the principal R[G]-module. 
It follows that if Y I X H , then Y I X H and Y is the principal R[H] module. 
Thus Y E Bo(H) and nothing remains to be proved in this case. 
Finally, suppose X is reducible as an R[GJ-module and let U be any 
irreducible constituent of X. If P 1 I G : HI, then since dim U < dim X, it 
follows by induction that some irreducible constituent of U H lies in Bo(H). 
Thus some constituent of XH lies in Bo(H) and hence some indecomposable 
Y I XH lies in Bo(H). 
Now in the situation of (c), let x be a p-element of G. Write x = uv where 
u E P, V E C(P). Since x and u are commuting p-elements, it follows that 
v = xu-1 is a p-element and since v E C(P), we have by hypothesis that v E H. 
Thus x E Hand H contains all p-elements of G. By induction then, all 
irreducible contituents of UH lie in Bo(H) for any irreducible R[G]-module 
U E Bo( G) with dim U < dim X. Since X is reducible, it follows that all 
irreducible constituents of XH lie in Bo(H). Thus, all indecomposable Y I X H 
lie in Bo(H) and the proof is complete. 
3. In this section we wish to investigate the restriction of an ordinary 
irreducible character X to a subgroup H. We use the fact that X is afforded by 
an R-free R[G]-module X. If b is a block of H, then Xb is afforded by the sum 
of the indecomposable components of X H which lie in b and thus the first part 
of Theorem B is a consequence of the following. 
THEOREM 7. Let X be an R-free R[G]-module which affords an irreducible 
character of G (i.e., X ®R K is an irreducible K[G]-module). Suppose He G 
and Y I X H • Let m = rank Y and n = rank X. Then I G : H I min E R. 
Proof. We may assume that Y is an internal direct summand of X H • 
Let g; E homH (XH , Y) be a projection onto Y. Choose R-bases for X and Y 
and view g; as an n X n matrix over R. Then Tr g; = m. Let f!l" be 
the representation afforded by X so that f!l"(g) is an n X n matrix over R for 
g E G. Let T be a set of representatives for the right cosets of H in G and set 
(J = L f!l"(t-1) g;f!l"(t). 
tET 
Then (J commutes with all f!l"(g) for g E G and thus (J is a scalar matrix, 
(J = AI, where .\ E R. Now n.\ = Tr (J = I T I Tr g; = I G: Him and the result 
follows. 
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COROLLARY 8. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 7, suppose p 11 G : HI 
and that n = pe. Then X H is indecomposable. 
Proof. If the statement were false, there would exist an integer m, 
o < m < n with 1 G : H 1 m/pe. Since (7T) n Z = (p), p is not invertible in R 
and it follows that pe I(m 1 G : H I) in Z. Thus pe 1 m which is a contradiction. 
The following application of Corollary 8 was pointed out by J. Thompson. 
COROLLARY 9. Let G have a faithful irreducible character, X of degree pe. 
Then any p' -subgroup of G which is normalized by a Sylow p-subgroup is abelian. 
Proof. Let X be an R-free R[GJ-module which affords X. LetL C G with 
p 11 L 1 and let PC N(L) be a Sylow p-subgroup of G. Set H = LP so that 
p 11 G : H 1 and X H is indecomposable. Then, all irreducible constituents of 
XH lie in the same block, B of H. Now B covers a unique family {bi } of blocks 
of L, where the bi are all conjugate in H. If!f is any irreducible constituent of 
XH , then all irreducible constituents of !fL lie in the various bi . Since p 1 1 L I, 
each block bi contains a unique irreducible character, Ai , of L and the Ai are 
all conjugate in H and thus have a common degree, f. It follows that XL is a 
sum of the '\ with various multiplicities and so f 1 X( 1). Since (X( 1), 1 L I) = 1, 
we have f = 1 and hence XL is a sum of linear constituents. Since X is faithful, 
it follows that L is abelian as claimed. 
We now prove the second statement in Theorem B. 
THEOREM 10. Let X E Bo( G) be an ordinary irreducible character of G and 
let He G. Let b be a block of H and let 0: = 1 G : H 1 Xb(l )/x(1). Then 0: E R 
and 0: _ 0 mod(7T) unless p 11 G : HI and b = Bo(H). In that case 
0: = 1 G : H 1 mod(7T). 
Proof. Let X be an R-free R[G]-module which affords X and let e be the 
centrally primitive idempotent in R[ H] which corresponds to the block b. 
Fix an R-basis for X and let :1f be the corresponding matrix representation 
of G. Let T be a set of representatives for the right cosets of H in G. Then 
LtET t-1et = f E Z(R[GJ) and :1f(f) is a scalar matrix. Since Tr :1f(e) = rank Xe, 
we have Tr :1f(e) = Xb(l) and it follows as in the proof of Theorem 7, that 
:1f(f) = 0:1. 
Now let w be the central character of R[G] corresponding to X, so that 
:1f(1) = w(1)I and w(f) = 0: E R. Now as X E Bo(G), it follows that 
w(f) - wo(f) mod(7T), where Wo is the central character corresponding to 
the principal character of G. Now Wo is the restriction to the center of R[G] 
of the augmentation map, ,1, on R[G], where ,1(g) = 1 for g E G and ,1 is 
R-linear. Thus 
wo(f) = ,1(f) = L ,1(t-1et) = 1 G : H 1 ,1(e). 
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Hence ex = 1 G : H 1 LI(e) mod(7T), and if ex =I=- 0 mod(7T), then p 11 G : HI 
and LI(e) =I=- 0 mod(7T). However, on the center of R[H], LI is the central 
character corresponding to the principal character of H and thus 
LI(e) 0 mod(7T) unless b = Bo(H), in which case LI(e) = 1 mod(7T). The 
result now follows. 
COROLLARY 11. Let X E Bo( G) be an ordinary irreducible character of G. 
Suppose He G with p 11 G : H 1 and that X(l) = kpe with k < p. Then every 
irreducible constituent of XH lies in Bo(H). 
Proof. Let m = XB (H) (1 ) so that 
o 
1 G : HI m/kpe = 1 G : H 1 mod(7T). 
Since p 11 G : H I, it follows that m/kpe E Rand pe 1 m. Write m = tpe, 
t,s;; k < p. We have then m/kpe = t/k = 1 mod(7T) so that t - k mod(7T). 
Since (7T) n Z = (p) we have t = k modp and thus t = k. The result 
follows. 
COROLLARY 12. Let G have a faithful irreducible character, X E Bo(G) with 
x(l) = kpe, k < p. Then a Sylow p-subgroup of G normalizes no nontrivial 
p' -subgroup. 
Proof. Suppose Sylow p-subgroup P normalizes p'-subgroup L of G. 
Set H = LP so that by the previous corollary, every irreducible constituent 
of XH lies in Bo(H). Since L <1 H, every irreducible constituent of XL lies in 
Bo(L). Since p 1 1 L I, all irreducible constituents of XL are principal and it 
follows that L = 1 as desired. 
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